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By CA ROLYN B. LAMM
President, American Bar Association

Every year, law students embark on a
three-year course of study that will
prepare them for a rewarding profes
sion, but will also likely leave many of
them wilh more than $80,000 of
debt. It is increasingly common for
law graduates to owe $100,000 or
$150,000 and even more. Despite
these statistics, most law school stu
dents pursue this rewarding education
with zeal and to fulfill . their dream to
practice law, to help the public and to
make a difference in their communi
ties.

current federal law, and in certain cir
cumstances can be forgiven entirely
after a term of public service with
government or 50 I c3 organizations
(through provisions enacted under
P.L. 110-84) . Private lenders, how
ever, do not typically offer such flexi
bility.

One possibility is to give law school
student loan borrowers with private
sector educational loans the same pro
tections and flexibility as available
under the federal student loan pro
grams, such as deferment and forbear
ance. This solution could be achieved
a number of ways, ranging from estab
lishing a voluntary, retroactive agree
ment by lenders to extend terms of
Congress recognized that our econ
deferral
and forbearance to current
omy is unpredictable. It wisely imple
borrowers, to allowing students, and
mented deferrals and forbearances to
even alumni, to borrow additional
ensure that new students continue to
federal funds - with their built-in
enter school with the promise that, if
flexibility - to be used for the purpose
the economy falters, they will have
of retiring private loans.
Most law students apply for and are
some additional time to pay back the
granted loans through federal lending nation in full -with interest - for the
Investment in students is an invest
programs. But, there is a limit to the
educational opportunity federal loans
amount of money a student can bor
ment m our nation ' s future . The feder
have provided.
row under them, and many students
ally insured loan program assures that
turn to alternatives to bridge the gap,
all students -- regardless of economic
The ABA has for many years -- re
including private loans.
gardless of economic climate -- advo circumstance -- are able to pursue
cated for federal laws that would ease their dreams. Lawyers in all practices
While federal programs have mecha
the repayment burden on law students - from family law practitioners to
commercial litigators - are an integral
nisms that permit students to deal with who found public service jobs. It ' s
part of our economy . Every entrepre
the economic crisis and facilitate re
time to exp lore creating additional
payment, state and private loan pro
methods to relieve repayment burdens neurial venture; home purchase, sale
grams do not usually have these fea
for new graduates or new lawyers who and bankruptcy negotiation; every
business transaction; and family finan
tures. For example, federal ~oan re
have either been unable to find em
payments can be deferred -- in whole
ployment, have had their jobs deferred cial p lanning decision carries with it
legal issues and the need for expert
or in part -- fo r up to three years under or have lost their jobs.

views or an advocate.
The ABA recently formed the Com
mission on the Impact of the Eco
nomic Crisis on the Profession and
Legal Needs. This commission will
consider new loan legislation and
regulations while guiding the associa
tion ' s continued response to the reces
sion, which includes providing online
resources for job searches, networking
and career transitions.
Commission members are investigat
ing ways to connect underutilized law
yers with people who need legal ser
vices, and are developing an addi
tional series of free teleconferences
for lawyers. Further, the ABA Judi
cial Division has worked to obtain
internships for deferred lawyers with
federal and state judges. Judicial
internships for that program are posted
on line at http://www.pslawnet.org/
deferredassociateopportunitieswith
judges .
The ABA ' s Standing Committee on
Legal Aid and Indigent Defen-
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BPILP Annual Auction this Friday

WAI? WAI NOT?

By EMILY CATA LANO
UB Law 2011

By SARA KOROL
UB Law 2011

The Buffalo Public Interest Law Program (BPILP) will
host its 15 th Annual Auction Friday, February 26, at the
Pearl Street Bar & Brewery, at 76 Pearl Streel, Buffalo.
The event is the primary fundraiser to provide scholar
ships to law students who work for public interest or
ganizations and agencies this summer. In the past,
these fel lowships have brought students around the
country and the world, from Buffalo and New York
City, all the way to California and South Africa.
The auction will feature a silent and live auction that will include tropical
vacations, sports and theater tickets, restaurant and salon gift certificates,
jewelry , and many other unique items and services. Guests will also enjoy a
two-ho ur open bar, heavy appetizers, and networking opportunities with law
students, professors and members of Buffalo ·s legal community.

infra
Peony For Your

This year ' s festivities will begin at
6pm. Tickets are available for $20 for
Iaw stude nts, or $35 for non-law stu
dents, and can be purchased by calling
{716) 645-6261 , or emailing Marize
2 Ayob at A YOB@buffalo.edu.

Thoughts

Opinions

3

Guest Cootributon

4

Right to Vote

Study Abroad

All the money raised will go toward
funding numerous student fellowships
for UB Law students this summer.

Last summer, Jared Vega, ' I I , worked
6 m Buffalo for the Volunteer Lawyers
Project, where he was able to represent
clients
7 on a
BPI LP Auction · Page 4

In January, Professor David
Engel and his wife, Jaruwan Engel,
led a group of twelve law students to
Thailand . Twelve time zones away
regardless of the direction you choose
to fly . The course, the Legal Culture
of Thailand, started early in the Fall
2009 with a number of readings on the
history, politics, ethnic minorities,
religion, and of course, law of Thai
land. We were tasked with trying to
come to understand Thailand without
relying on our Western concepts of
justice or on our American under
standing of the rule of law - a very
challenging task indeed. This was no
vacation. Because we were exposed to
so much in such a short period of time,
Professor Engel {Ajaan David) made
us keep journals every day . Equally
as demanding, Ajaan Jaruwan made us
sample the breadth and width of the
country's delectable cuisine. She also
taught us how (a bow of the head with
the hands together at heart) and when
(always) to ' wai ' as a sign of respect.

at the wat (temple) by the river were
n 't dead-as happened to another
team, we found out. I don 't know
much about balancing one ' s merit
account m Thailand but that ' s got to
be one for the debit co lumn. Most of
the Thai law students are the same age
as undergrads in the States - which
essentially they are. They come
straight from high school to law
school. One student on our team, Jam,
has gone back to law school to get her
second degree so she' a bit older. She
and I hit it off immediately.
Tuesd ay:
I think they lace the morning glory
with crack. This is the only reasonable
explanation for it being as addictive as
it is. Before Thailand, I didn ' t even
know morning glory was a food, let
alone one of food ' s greatest pleasures.
Granted, I' m vegetarian, so one could
say I'm more predisposed to thinking
this green leafy stalk is tasty, but it
isn ' t just me. Ask Heather- she' s a
meat eater, and she thinks morning
glory is divine too.

T hu rsday:
The Chiang Mai University law stu
dents are so nice. My team didn ' t win
the scavenger hunt, but at least the
turtles we had to release to make merit T hailand Cou rse · Page 5
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Penny For Your Thoughts
TEA PARTIERS VS. THE FOUNDING FATHERS
By PAUL FUSCO-GES.S ICK
UB Law 2011

Assuming you were
watching the 24-hour cable
news instead of reading this

column, what do you think
you'd see? Gridlock in Con
gress! Corruption in Albany!
Terror abroad ! A health care
snafu! An economic tailspin!
Global warming, peak oil,

and other assorted environ
lllental boondoggles! I don't know who to blame for
the various problems currently facing this planet, but
frankly , I don't care about assigning blame at all.
What I do care about is solving them. Unfortu
nately, l don't think most of the people currently
governing the United States feel the same way. No,
they'd rather dig in their heels along partisan lines
and yell at each other. Really , that's what political
discourse in this country has become: two camps of
whiny, infantile brats who, by some miracle, keep
getting re-elected (not to mention paid very well) to
do the exact same thing year after year.
Before you start worrying, I am not a Tea
bagger. Sinclair Lewis once said that " when fas
cism comes to America, it will be \.Vf"apped in a flag
and carrying a Bible". Picture Sarah Palin address
ing the masses this summer~ I think the para1lels are
obvious. What we're seeing is the flip side of that
blind hunger for change that swept Obama into the
White House sixteen months ago~ like the Democ
rats of 2008, the right-wing is pushing change just
for the sake of change, not because they have any
thing better to offer. There is no purpose or direc
tion left to it; both parties just say " ELECT US!
WE'RE NOT THEMI ", and add nothing more. For

REFLECTING ON
LOCKWOOD
By BIANCA D' ANGELO
UB Law 2010

God's sake, that kind of campaign rhetoric would
win in the world of ..Idiocracy", and yet the Tea
Partiers are buying right into it. No, ladies and gen
tlemen, I am not a teabagger. I'm a patriot.
Problem is, people who'd like to change our
system of profiteering, mudslinging, and empty
promises don't have any promises of their own to
counter with. In other words, smart, sane, sensible
voices can't get heard, much less get ahead in this
country because they have no unifying goals. I
think thi s is partly because the task of changing the
system seems so monumental that it demoralizes all
but the most committed (or crazy), and partly be
cause everyone is just so damn busy dealing with
our own problems that we don't have time to think
about society 1s.
Well friends, I recall a group of people way
back when who had the idea that they should declare
independence from the king. They were dealing
with their own problems, too : the government was
robbing them blind, heavily armed men policed the
land, and on top of all that, they had to pay an arm
and a leg for their morning cup of Earl Grey. It
sucked, plain and simple! The Founding Fathers
knew it sucked ! But here's the difference between
that august assembly and the people fighting for
social justice today : the Founding Fathers didn't just
grumble amongst themselves about how much colo
nial society sucked. They got together and figured
out ways of dealing with it. They sat around dinner
tables in Philadelphia and in the comers of Boston
taverns discussing how they might actually make
this independence thing work. crazy as it might
sound. They often
Teabagger • Page 7
vehemently dis-

AD SPACE AVAILABLE!!
CONTACT: Buffalo0pinion@gmail.com

The other day, a student was ponder
ing what would ' ve happened if the alleged
threat were, in fact, real, and a suspicious man
with a shotgun had been in Lockwood Library
on Fat Tuesday . He told his friend that a per
son with a shotgun couldn 't do much damage in
a crowded library. Why? He said that a shot
gun doesn 't hold enough ammunition.
Today, I wonder, what is enough dam
age to gi ve a damn ? I want to know what that
number is, the number where you care about
human life that is wasted through injustice and
crime, avoidable death and greed, and sheer
tragedy. Is there a torts formulation that can
help me? Can someone dig this magic number
out of a holy text? Perhaps this number lies in
the belly of a fortune cookie.
I want to believe that thi s number is
one, but I'm afraid my own experiences tell me
that one may not be enough. I tum the page on
the atrocities around the world , and shield my
self from statistics on all sorts of violence, like
abuse and assault. I can 't stand to watch the
local news! For a would-be lawyer, someone
who a1ways believed that the law was the way
to change the world and that a JD affords you
the privilege and opportunity to do so, maybe
the sheer volume of horrors distracted me from
remembering that its worth being aware of
what ' s going on.
So maybe I am being too harsh on this
passerby. That guy reminded me why I came
to law school at a time when I forgot amid my
own selfishness. He reminded me that l am not
a cynical asshole just yet. If I can say that after
three years oflaw school , I'm confident that I
won't forget how important each person is.

Contact: bsdangel @gmail.com

SHOULD YOU DO A DUAL DEGREE?
By KRIST EN NG
Co-editor-in-chief
When I made my decision to go to UB, I was
extremely excited about my admittances to both the
law school and the graduate school. What I did not
realize was all the obstacles and drama that would
occur. Most of this cou ld have been circumvented
with more communication between schools, or with
more information from past students. As it was, it
seemed that most students ditched a long-term degree
once the JD was over. With money considerations
and job prospects, taking a law job would probably be
the smartest route. After all, we are training to be
lawyers, aren ' t we? The following are the things I
wish I knew before starting the dual degree program :

question I always received during interviews was: " Why are you going for
another degree?" In fact, that's the million-dollar question from everyone I
meet, from employers to professors. What I want to know is, when is wanting
to learn an offense? Since when is more education a bad thing? I did not real
ize that I had to explain myself to people. The sheer fact that I wanted to do
some research, learn more about the disci_pline that interests me most, should
be enough.
3. OC I: The Career Services Office (CSO) does not recognize the time you
take off from law school. OCI takes your year of entry to determine whether
you are a IL, 2L, or 3L. Even though I had taken a year off for graduate study,
I was considered a 3L instead of a 2L. Luckily, I recognized this mistake im
mediately, but it would have been great if! had known about this previousl y.
This definitely contributed to my stress level last summer.

I. Sc heduling : I wish someone had told me that it was a bad idea to combine
the two programs together. Half law classes and half graduate school classes
did not work out too well in my favor, in terms of timing and stress levels.
The law school has a rule where if there are over X number of exams per
week, you may reschedule. Naturally, this does not apply to graduate school
exam schedules. Final exam schedules are also very different, making. it more
difficult to plan accordingly.

Of course, my experiences obviously do not speak for all other pro
grams. This article is a simple summary of a collection of experiences from
some dual degree candidates in the law school. All the above complaints being
said, there are many pros to doing the dual degree program. I realized that
teaching is something that I would like to keep up, even when I start to practice
law. I realized that there are many people who are there to support you
through the degree, and I have encountered faculty who have inspired me and
2 . Prejud ice: This will depend on which program you sign up for. Some pro who have helped me pull through the program. I realized that having all this
grams welcome JD candidates with open arms, while others have an immediate extra knowledge makes me happy ... and happiness is what counts, right? I also
prejudice against law students. There are many preconceptions about law stu realized that having two degrees gives me two future career routes, either of
dents, being that we are not ..academic" enough, or we will leave the program
which I could do simultaneously, or at different points of my life. These two
once a job offer is on the table. This prejudice leads to funding difficulties and degrees will give me options in life, something one degree may not be able to
other problems, so this wi ll be important to check out before applying to the
do .
program.
3. Pr ej udi ce in th e rea l world : This mostly comes from employers. The one
2

Contact: kngS @buffalo.edu
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SOMETHING SMELLS ROTTEN IN ROOM 106
By KYLE POZZA
UB Law 2010
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Ladies and Gentlemen, we
are no longer in undergrad {though
some people still party like it). We
are in a professional school, and it is
time to start acti ng like it. We are
preparing ourselves to become prac
ticing lawyers. With that in mind I
have to ask, three years from now
when you go into court to represent
your client on a motion to dismiss at
I p.m., are you going to take a slice
of pizza and some chips with you
into the courtroom because you
missed lunch?
If that questio n seems ab
surd to you because the answer is an
obvious and emphatic «no," then [
have a follow up question: then why
wo uld you do it in school? Maybe I
am wrong, but I thought law school
was to prepare us for al l aspects of
the legal profession (not just the
doctrine, but also the customs). We
are in a professional school and
shou ld act accordingly . But there
are some other considerations.
Although UB has
(unfortunately) taken the competi
tive aspect out of law school by not
pitting student agai nst student via
grades/class rank, presumably every
student still wants to do their best.
Reaching our fullest potential is

made all the more difficult, how
ever, when we are stuck in the back
of room 106 struggling to hear the
professor. and Joe Schmo next to us
stans smacki ng away on some extra
crispy potato chips. No, I didn ' t
come to class today to learn any
thing about torts (contracts, etc). I
came to do a sociological experi
ment/observation on the eating hab
its of an obnoxious .. Emily Post In
stitute" dropout. And in the off
chance l can actually hear the pro
fessor, I sti ll will not concentrate too
hard. Instead, I wi ll concentrate on
the repugnant smell emanating from
your bowl of chi li, a nd try not to
give in to my gag reflex and throw
up on your laptop (though I am sure
it would not faze you, and you could
still finish your lunch).
But law school is not the
courtroom right? We are still in
school, and class scheduling is not
always co nducive to a lunch hour . I
am not entirely unsympathetic to
this argument. Contrary to stereo
types about lawyers I still have a
hean (unl ess they require you to
give it up when you take the Bar and
MPRE, which is possible). But it
doesn't have to be the loudest,
smelliest food does it? So utilizing

my law school too ls, here is my pro
posal (notwithstanding any overlap
with the Faculty-Student Relations
Board .. yeah. I never heard of it
either):
Agency : Let ' s set up an
independent body to hear personal
grievances of law students. We will
call it the Board of Internal Law
Student Grievances (B ILSG). It will
be compo;ed of a certain number of
members, say 5. A ll members but
one will be 2L students, elected by
their peers the first week of each
academic year (Rationale: 2L ' shave
the benefit of a year of legal experi
ence, have become known to their
peers so their ""fairness" and
" intellect" are established. Also,
unlike 3L' s, 2L' s still have a vested
interest in securing good grades and
performance in the classroom).
They will serve a term of 1 year. A
currently active professor will oc
cupy the last spot, also for a term of
I year (Rationale: unlike pure Ad
ministrators, professors have current
first-hand insight into issues affect
ing his/her classroom). This posi
tion will be appointed by the Ad
ministration.
Jurisdiction: The agency
Rotten · Page 6

LET'S GET EXCITED FOR BARRISTER'S BALL!
By ELIZABETH HERSH
Co-editor-in-chief
Last year, many of you en
joyed a delightful evening of wining,
dining, schmoozing, and dancing at
UB Law School' s Annual Barrister' s
Bal I. The event was a sell out, and
your SBA has been hard at wo rk to
make this year's even better. There
has been a lot of buzz about the Ball in
the past few weeks, so here is some
information that will hopefully make
you as excited about the dance as I
am!
Most of you are probably aware that the term
•Barrister' is a popular alternative to the word attorney
in many English speaking countries. In celebration of
our future as " hamsters," most law schools across the
country host an annual Barrister' s Ball. Here at UB
Law School, the Barrister' s Ball is one of the longest
running traditions, albeit with some lapses. Although
the date of the first Barrister's Ball is unknown, by the
I 920' s and I930's, the Barrister ' s Ball had become an
annual activity. At that time, UB Law School was com
prised almost entirely of men so, most law students
looked outside of school for their special honey to bring
to Barrister' s Ball. During World War II, the ball was
suspended for several reasons, including a very notice
able drain of men from the pool of potential Barrister's
dates. ln 1949, the Ball was held again, and the event
became one of the most popu lar events at the Law
School.
The particular Barrister' s Ball held on April
19th in 1958 was rumored to be one of the largest in the
event ' s history. Attendees paid $6 per couple for their
tickets, and danced the night away to the early rock •n
roll and standards played by the Ange Callea Band. In
1969, the Ball was held at Schraff's Motor Inn in Niag
ara Falls. The Ball would not make a return however
until 1979 because the SBA refused to fund the event
during the Vietnam War turm oil years.
The Barrister' s Ball has since become an an
nual tradition once more, and this year, the Ball will be

3

held on Friday, April 9~ at the Hyatt Regency in down
town Buffalo. The event will feature yummy appetizers,
your choice of delicious plated dinners, a decadent des
sert, and four open bars. Students are invited after din
ner to get their groove on to the sweet jams of adj and
mingle with their fellow classmates. The Ball will run
from approximately 8:30 pm to 1:00 am and busses will
be running from the law school, to the Hyatt, and back
throughout the evening. Ticket prices have yet to be
determined, but in the past, tickets have been approxi
mately $30 for law students and $50 for guests. These
tickets will include your bus ride, food, drinks, and
small party favors . Regarding attire, although Barris
ter's Ball is often affectionately referred to as " Law
School Prom," the event is more of a semi-formal. La
dies, this generally means tasteful cocktail style dresses,
about knee-length (ish) and for the gentlemen, a suit and
tie would be very appropriate.
The SBA is very excited to announce that the
theme of this year ' s Ball is Mardi Gras!! no, not neces
sarily in celebration of the Saints Super Bowl victory.
All dinner tables will be heavily decorated with colorful
beads and masks for students to wear and take home as
party favors. More importantly, students will have an
opportunity to donate a few dollars for the victims of
Hurricane Katrina upon their arrival to the dance.
The Barrister' s Ball was one ofmy favorite
events at UB Law last year. Dressing up for such a
classy affair was a really nice change, and everyone had
a blast. Tickets for this law school tradition will sell
out, so please keep your eyes and ears open for informa
tion regarding ticket sales! If you have any questions,
feel free to contact me, or any other member of the Bar
rister ' s Ball Committee. You can find our contact infor
mation, as well as further updates about Barrister' s Ball,
on the SBA website at www ubsba com.

Contact : elizabethersh@gmail .com
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THOUGHTS OF A PUBLIC OFFENDER

By GARY MUL DOON

An acquaintance recently
passed the bar and got her first job in
a public defender office. After train
ing was completed - in some gov
ernmental offices, training is close to

nonexistent- she emailed to an
nounce her first day in court was
coming up. Knowing that I had been
an assistant PO years ago, she solic
ited from me some advice. Herewith
are the thoughts I sent along:
I . If everything 's a priority, noth
ing's a pnority. Remember the 80-20
rule (the Pareto principle): 20% of
the cases take up 80% of your time
and energy, while 80% take up 20%.
Separate the wheat from the chaff
early. Both you and the ADA can
figure out the chaff - those cases that
should get ACD'd or a Dis Con or
dismissed for facial insufficiency on
the first or second court appearance.
Both you and the DA need to know a
good «screen" from a bad one. Where
the screen is " plea to the charge" plus
jail time. those are the ones to focus
on.
2. Have good forms, ones that you
develop yourself, that you are com
fortable with: cover letters, discovery
demands, omnibus motions. and the
like. Particularly when communicat
ing with clients, get rid of the verbi
age.
3. Preserve the record . But don't be a
spring butthead about it. Putting your
objection on the record q~ietly is

more effective than being a Scream
ing Mimi . You get along with oppos
ing counsel and you might just fly
under the radar . (Yes, I do need to cut
out the mixed metaphors.)
4. Make it a rule that anything that
lands on your desk gets responded to
that same day . If I recall rightly from
Economics IOI . it's like the bathtub
theory in monetary policy : the same
amount that comes in should flow
out, whether it be the economy / tub I
your desk .
When you stop by my of
fice, disregard this point. The kindest
description ofit is haz mat area. I
have this notion that anything hori
zontal is a good storage place. Hori
zontal includes the floor.
5. Keep in your briefcase some other
standard forms : a few subpoenas and
discovery demands. Your briefcase
should also have a CPL 190.50 grand
jury notice. Fill in the name when
you first appear on the local court
arraignment and serve it then and
there.(What ' s stockpiled in mine?
Raisins, actually , for when I get the
hungries.)
6. Use your time well. An awful lot
of court time is a waste. What to do?
First, listen to what's going on :
someone else may be making an ar
gument you haven 't encountered be
fore. Second. bring along the advance
sheets to court. I've seen some law
yers do crossword puzzles while
waiting in court, which I think looks
terrible. Me, I get away with reading
the advance sheets.

7. Decide how much money you will
spend out of your own pocket on
improving yourself. Some lawyers
will do nothing unless it's paid for by
their office. That's penny wise and
pound stupid. Whether it is just $100
a year or severa1 multiples of that,
decide on : joining some bar associa
tion, attending a trainer, buying a law
book - whatever. It takes investment
of time, effort and a little money to
stand out. And a long time to do so.
8.. Write stuff down. If you come
across good cross-examination. or
foundational questions or other ideas,
include them in a 3-ring binder (what
I ca11 my "bums book.") Or more
modernly, keep track of leading cases
on a computer subdirectory. Staying
current with the advance sheets and
taking notes of those cases has been
one the most helpful habits in my
career.
9 . Listen to how judges phrase things,
what cases they rely on. One judge 1
know is a bit of a Fourth Amendment
nut, so I talk to him about suppres
sion, and he loves it. Another judge
a1ways seems to reference People v
Gissendanner. As Abraham Maslow
said, "He that is good with a hammer
tends to think everything is a nail. "
One time in court, awaiting
a hearing, I heard the judge avoid
ruling on an objection by stating,
«Let ' s cross that bridge when we
come to 1t " Later that morning, when
my case was being heard, opposing
counsel made an objection. I re
sponded with, " Judge, why don ' t we

cross that bridge when we come to
it?" The judge looked up and said,
" Mr. Muldoon, I like the way you
thmk. " If only those times occurred
more often.
I 0 . Keep a spare suit of clothes in
your office. That Dress-Down Friday
you had planned often turns into
Cluster Friday, where you have to
solve some major crisis in court.
None of these should cause
you to react like Saul on the Road to
Damascus, the scales falling from
your eyes. As you get into the prac
tice, you will reject some of these
(and not JUSt preferring M & M ' s
over raisins.)
Whether my experience
back then, or in the years since, is of
any benefit is for you to figure out.
Find ways that work better for you
than what is suggested here. Then
pass it on.

Gary Muldoon ' 76 is a partner in
Muldoon & Getz in Rochester and
author of Handling a Criminal Case
in New York (Thomson Reuters) and
other books on New York law.
Contact:
gmuldoon @muldoongetz.com

DETAINED, part 3
By HASSAN SHIBLY
UB LAW 2011
As I mentioned earlier, one did not need to be a law student to know that what happened on that night was troubling. And thus one thought, and a truly
American thought , gave me hope that whole night : "One day I will see you in court ... " And sure enough it speaks to the great legal system of this nation that I
was able to see the same officers who interrogated us, sitting across the table during deposition being interrogated by my attorney. However, the reason we de
cided to bring this case to court, with the help of the American Civil Liberties Union was not for that moment, despite how sweet it was. We brought this case
to court for two important reasons which any lawyer should keep in mind when arguing a case with national implications. First, it was to ensure America re
mains "America the free" and that the rights and liberties we take for granted and that make this country so wonderful remain strong. Governments naturally
lean on the side of authority against the scales of due process and justice and thus it takes watchful citizens and a strong alert legal profession to ensure the
rights we so value are not usurped by those seeking power. Many great democracies such as Rome and Germany deteriorated into ruthless dictatorships as those
in authority intimidated the masses through 'fear of the other' into giving up their liberties for the sake of security. The result of such regimes is clear. As one of
the great founding fathers ofth1s nation said, "Those who give up some liberty for security obtain neither " Thus we m the legal profession have been entrusted
with a deep responsibility as the vanguards of the very American way of life.
The second reason we brought suite was to ensure that America remains secure as well. For the sake of our security, we need to ensure that the govern
ment only uses the most efficient ways of protecting our nation that have the minimum necessary infringements on our r i g h t s - - - - - - - - - - Detained · Page 8
BPIL P Auct ion · from Front Page

regular
basis in
unemployment hearings at the Department of La
bor "The fellowship money helped supplement
my income for the summer," said Vega, who
worked a second job apart from his fellowship. He
added of the experience, "Students shou ld apply for
the fellowship because it can rea1ly help you get a
lot of hands-on experience without having to work
an extra full time job! "
Sara Korol, ' I I, spent her summer in Richmond,
California working at Bay Area Legal Aid, where
she assisted mainly low-income monolingual Span
ish language clients with their public benefits
claims. She also drafted special visa applications
for victims of domestic violence. Because San
Francisco is such an expensive city, Korol would
not have been able to take the internship without a

BPILP fellowship " I came to law school to work
in the public interest, so it was a no-brainer,11 she
said of applying for the fellowship. " I think every
one would benefit from the experience of using the
law to serve traditionally underserved communities.
It's very rewarding and you get a very high level of
involvement with clients and projects."

NY; Sanctuary for Families, Inc. - New York. NY;
Legal Aid Bureau of Buffalo : Public Defender Unit
- Buffalo, Y; eighborhood Legal Services,
Homeless Task Force - Buffalo, NY; Bay Area Le
gal Aid - Richmond, CA; Housing Partnership De
velopment Corporation- New York, Y; US Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission - New
York, NY; TransAfrica Forum - Washington DC;
Make the Road New York- Brooklyn, NY; Center
Last summer, BPILP helped students take advan
tage of positions at: US Department of Homeland
for Human Rights and Global Justice, NYU School
Security : Customs and Border Protection, Office of of Law - New York, NY.
Assistant Chief Counsel - Buffalo, Y ; Monroe
County Public Defender' s Office -- Rochester, NY;
Volunteer Lawyers Project - Buffalo, NY; MicroBiz For more information about the auction or summer
fellowships, contact Emily Catalano, BPILP ' s Vice
Buffalo, Inc. - Buffalo, NY; Legal Services NYC:
Education Unit- New York. NY; Buffalo First President of Fundraising. at
Buffalo, Y; Gibbons and Stadler, PC - Buffalo,
EGCatalano@gmail.com, or call (716) 645-6261.
NY; Empire Justice Center - Rochester, NY; New
York Civil Liberties Union (NYCLU) - Buffalo,
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dants has a detailed guide to help stu
dents find information about each
state' s current or pending legislation
related to loan repayment. There are
other sites, such as EqualJustice
Works.org and FinAid.org that can
help law school students and gradu
ates research requirements for loan
repayment programs. The ABA ' s new
commission will explore ways to con
solidate this information.

law.buffalo.edu/orgs/opinion
private sector jobs, while just more
than a quarter went to work in public
service. Rather than a reflection of the
motivations of individual students,
studies show that these graduates have
limited choices when facing substan
tial repayment obligations upon
graduation. For example, one study
noted that two-thirds of law students
said law school debt prevented them
from pursuing a public service career.

Even those who work in the private
sector do not earn what lawyers are
According to the National Association often portrayed in the media as mak
for Law Placement, more than half of ing. According to the National Asso
the members of the Class of 2008 took ciation for Law Placement, most aver-

February 2010

No one with the talent, ability and
desire to become a lawyer should
forgo the opportunity to attend law
school because of price. And no one
who has successfully completed the
study of law should be forced to make
a career decision based on what he or
she owes. Law students should be able
to choose the career path - public or
private -- that they believe will be the
most fulfilling and will best serve their
Now is the time for modest changes in communities.
current federal student loan programs
to increase the amount that law stu
dents may borrow, and to bring exist Contact: loiaconok@staff.abanet.org
ing private loans into the federal stu
dent loan system .

age starting sa1aries for those in small
and mid-sized firms, let alone public
service, fall under $100,000. While it
is true that private sector lawyers often
do make a comfortable living during
better times, it also means that these
persons face an exceptional stress,
from particularly their private loans,
during a period of decline in or loss of
employment.

Thai la nd Co urse · from Front Page
Fri day:
The dam in the hill tribe village was a design unique to the
tribe. It wasn 't part of the Royal Project that had turned
them from self-sufficient herders into indebted cash crop
farmers. (Can you tell my bias?) To see the dam, we
walked the world 's longest kilometer with the brother of
the village chief(the chief was rumored to be sick with
Dengue fever), and all the while the brother picked leaves
of plants we passed to tell us their medicinal qualities. He
picked a head of lettuce they had grown organically and
gave it to the group to show us how good their produce is.
Somehow it found its way into my hands and I sampled a
leaf, or four, out of curiosity. Don 't let Ajaan Jaruwan
think that I'm hungry! She would take it as a personal of
fense!

Lavv and the Media
THE DARK KNIGHT: A LAW FILM?
By BRITTA Y MAZU R
UB Law 2010

For anyone who has ventured up the third floor
ofO' Brian Hall , you often notice the metal
shelves near the lockers that have the bar review
pamphlets, the Patent Bar brochures, and the
latest edition of The Nalional Juris/, "the maga
zine for law students." I usually will make the
extra trip to the third floor and grab a copy of the
Wed nesday:
magazine, so I can read about the top study
I don 't understand much Thai , but the elderly village monk abroad programs (that I can 't afford) or the gru
must have said the word •sah-tee ', like, a hundred times.
eling two months that await us 3Ls in our bar
Sah-tee means mindfulness - an important concept in Bud review courses. However, much to my delight,
dhism It's hard to be mindful when you have to wait for
the hot topic in the January 2010 edition of The
the conversation to be translated. While the monk was
Nalional Juris/ was the "20 Must-See Legal
telling Ajaan Jaruwan and Ajaan David that we students
Movies."
should try to quiet our minds, my mind wandered. Why is
there a spirit house on the grounds of this wat? Doesn ' t
During our time in law school, we ' ve all read
spirit \.VOrship contradict Buddhist teachings? Can the
these types of lists. I' m sure some of you even
monk rea1ly not touch money? If you do something good
have your own. There are the usual candidates
just to make merit, does that discount the amount of merit that make the cut: To Kill a Mockingbird,
you receive for the good deed? Does anyone else 's legs
7\,e/ve Angry Men , A Few Good Men, and My
hurt? We ' ve been sitting her~ for nearly two hours!
Cousin Vinny. There are also the movies that
you can 't help but add , such as legally Blonde
Sunday:
and Chicago. Yet, what caught my .attention in
Yes, even our Sundays are programmed . Today we drove this issue of The National Juris/ was a movie
north to the infamous Golden Triangle which used to be
recommended by Professor Cynthia Bond of
the world 's epicenter of opium production. Today it's just John Marshall Law School. It was none other
a picturesque intersection of two rivers and three countries: than The Dark Knighl .
Laos, Burma (as 1t"s still called here), and Thailand. One
of the rivers is of course the great Mekong river - a little
I know what some of you may be thinking. How
redundant since 'kong' comes from the Sanskrit word for
can The Dark Knighl be categorized as a " law
the Ganges . ' Me ' is ' mother ' in Thai, and the full name is film " when it clearly is a superhero flick adapted
Me Nam Kong - ' Nam' being ' water ' in Thai . Knowing
from comic books? Sure, Harvey Dent is the
random etymology of words helps compensate for the fact District Attorney for Gotham City, but does that
that I still can ' t remember how to ask ' how are you?'
rea1ly put the movie in the same running as say
Saturday
Philadelphia or Kramer v. Kramer? Of course it
does, but for other reasons.
Three days straight of court visits, I'm beat. Only a matter
of time given the title of this course. The Administrative
SPOILERS AHEAD! As the DA for Gotham
Court (new as of the second most recent constitution), the City, Harvey Dent is repeatedly referred to as
Family Court, and the District Court. The president of the "Gotham 's white knight," and for good reason.
last court complimented how beautifully we wai ' ed! To
He puts much of the mob in jail. As a result,
morrow? The elephant conservation center. I wonder if
Bruce Wayne believes that the day is coming
Thai elephants can wai ..
when Gotham will no longer need Batman: " It's
happening now. Harvey is that hero. He locked
Contact: skorol@buffalo.edu
up half of the city's criminals, and he did it with
out wearing a mask. Gotham needs a hero with a
face." Yet, when the Joker kills Dent 's finance
and Bruce's ex-girlfriend Rachel , Dent becomes
the villain Two-Face. For the Joker, it is a huge
accomplishment to take Gotham ' s white knight
and show how even the good can fall .

unless someone kills Coleman Reese, a man
who plans to reveal on television the true iden
tity of Batman. The streets then rapidly become
filled with citizens, some with guns. At the
same time, all the hospitals begin to evacuate.
As the Joker wanted, the established order is
upset.
However, Batman knows and understands the
importance of order. As a vigilante, he takes the
law into his own hands because the proper
authorities either fail or are too corrupt. When
Dent becomes Two-Face, Batman will even sac
rifice himself in order to prevent the public from
finding out this tragic turn of events. By pre
serving the image of Harvey Dent as Gotham's
white knight, there is still hope for a better and
safer future. As a result of his choice, Batman
becomes the dark knight: a silent guardian, a
watchful protector, a hero Gotham may not
need but certainly deserves. As Alfred says,
''They ' ll hate you for it, but that 's the point of
Batman. He can be the outcast. He can make the
choice that no one else can make .. the right
choice."
Now, I'm not saying we should all put on a
mask and cape when the system fails or chaos
breaks loose. Instead, as lawyers, we need to
keep in mind that there will be times when we
feel like an outcast. We may believe so strongly
in a certain case and know it is right, while a
majority of people feel the opposite. We will be
judged because we are lawyers and there is al
ways that stereotype placed in the minds of the
people (the blood sucking lawyer that only cares
about winning his/her case). However, like Bat
man , we know and understand the importance of
order. Whatever type of law we choose to prac
tice, we follow the system for a reason, which is
to avoid chaos. We strive to protect or change
the law for the greater good. We fight for our
clients, the innocent and the guilty . We may not
always be in the spotlight, but we are making a
difference. At the end of day (not to sound too
korny), we are the dark knights of society.

So, yes. The Dark Knight can be viewed as a law
film because, as Professor Bond implies, Bat
man ultimately makes the decision to protect the
law rather than his image as a hero. Yet, in do
ing so, he is still a hero; a self-sacrificing and
Throughout the movie, we continuously see how courageous person who advocates for justice.
the Joker unleashes chaos and manipulates
Gotham ' s citizens including Batman and Dent.
He even refers to himself as "an agent of chaos" Contact: bmmazur@buffalo.edu
and believes that "the only sensible way to live
in this world is without rules." Instead, he want s
everyone, including Batman, to play by his
rules. With the terror he spreads throughout
Gotham, many of the citizens fall victim to his
games. At one point, for example, the Joker
says he will blow up a hospital in one hour
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will
have
the right to hear claims brought by cur
rent UB students involving claims
against other UB students.
Enforceability : Initially I
would have suggested a self-enforcing
policy. However, this approach has
been proven ridiculously ineffective in
such areas as UBreath Free (more like
USmoke Free, second hand) and "law
student only" carrels in the library (I see
the Organic Chemistry book, but he ' s
probably a JD/MD right?) _ Thus, self
enforcement is only one tool. Another
mechanism will include the professor
taking appropriate measure to imple
ment the rules. For example, if a stu
dent is eating a nice big bowl of chili,
the professor can stop class and ask
them to go throw it out (It ' s not like
professors have difficulty humiliating
students). Subsequent violations can be
met with stricter punishments.
Test, as re food : We need
some guiding principles right? My pro
posed test : Would a reasonable person,
solely focusing on learning, become
distracted? Factors to consider in such a
determination are the relative crunchi-

law.buffalo.edu/orgs/opinion
ness and odor of the food . Arbitrary?
Perhaps seemingly . Put it on a sca1e of
I - 10 (IO is more crunchy). Rudimen
tary ? Perhaps, but it is a start.
There you have it. My proposa1 for the
civility and sanctity of our law school
and brethren. In the alternative, teach
ers treat all food like laptops (i.e. a dis
traction) and ban it all!

Contact: kepozza@buffalo.edu
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Teabagger· from Page 2

agreed with one another, but at
the end of the day, they were all
willing to work together toward that a11-encompassing end, each contrib
uting their own individua1 skills and expertise. And then (this is another
big difference) they went out into the world and actua1Iy put their ideas
into practice. The rest, to borrow that strained clichC, is history.
Instead of simply blowing off steam on Thursday nights, why
don't we use those gatherings like the Founding Fathers might have?
Instead of gossiping about who's dating who or the latest celebrity she
nanigans, why don't we get together and figure out how to change the
world? I know it sounds like a tall order, and I know the bar nights are
supposed to be an escape from the nonsense and injustice we read about
all week, but I also know I can't possibly be the only one who wants to
stop talking and start doing.
So here's my call to action, a homework assignment if you will;
between now and the next bar night, everyone think of one way that we
can act for the betterment of ourselves and society alike. Doesn't matter
how crazy or impossible you think it is, just come up with an idea. Then
pitch it to your friends, pitch it to your professors, pitch it to me if you'd
like (l can be reached at the address below.) After you've figured out the
idea, figure out the concrete steps that you need to accomplish to get
there. If any of those steps have steps themselves, figure those out. Get
your friends together, sit around the dinner table or at the bar, and flesh
out how to make it work, like the Founding Fathers did . I would be more
than happy to help. And then (here's the important part,) draw up a "to
do" list, block out space in your planner, and commit some time and ef
fort to actually making it happen. That's common sense, and it really is
that simple.
Contact: ptf2@buffalo.edu

RIGHT TO VOTE
SHOULD WE EXCLUDE AMERICAN CITIZENS FROM THE RIGHT TO
VOTE?
By FERNAN DO C. RI VERA
UB Law 2010
Last year, House Representative John Con
yers Jr. introduced H.R. 3335 to the House of Rep
resentatives. The bill is titled, " Democratic Resto
ration Act of2009," or as I refer to it, "Let the Fel
ons Vote Act " The Act 1s still pending in commit
tee. Is this legislation something we really want?
The Act claims that a whopping 5.4 mil
lion {I .7% of the total U.S. ,,opulation) convicted
felons are barred from voting throughout the nation .
Out of that total , four million of those felons are not
even in prison; they are either on parole, probation,
or are ex-offenders who have served their time.
Thus, roughly two million felons are those who
have completed their sentence (including probation
and/or parole). Currently, the US population is ap
proximately 304 million, and those convicted fel
ons, comprising 1.7% of the population, are still
U.S. citizens with certain inalienable rights, includ
ing the right to vote. This is a democratic society
after all.
So how does this disenfranchisement hap
pen? Disenfranchisement of convicted felons oc
curs in some states as a " lifetime ban" on voting,
depending on certain offenses that the state classi
fies as being subject to disenfranchisement. For
example, in Florida, felons convicted of crimes sub
ject to disenfranchisement, cannot vote for the rest
of their lives, despite paying their debt to society. I
mean, there are bad people out there, but should we
have these types of laws restricting ex-felons from
voting after they have served their sentence? We
have correctional facilities for convicted felons, but
do we expect them to be able to «correct" their
criminal behavior when they cannot even vote after

they are released? On the extreme side of the spec
trum, Maine and Delaware allow convicted felons
to vote while in prison, or on parole, probation, and
post-release.
The funny thing about a lot of the disen
franchisement laws (which have been adopted by
different state constitutions) is that they are mainly
maintained because of the tradition of having them
there. Even funnier are the arguments for the crea
tion of these statutes. One main argument has been
John Locke ' s illusory " social contract" theory, i.e.,
that as a person, you must abide by society rules,
and in exchange, you become part of society. If
you break the contract, i.e., you commit a felony,
you are ousted from society, can no longer enjoy
the rights that society enjoys. Other arguments in
clude the belief that felons will elect pro-crime can
didates. However, voting is an essential part of a
democratic society, and it should not be cast-aside,
even for those who have committed certain wrongs.
Fina1ly, voting in the federal elections has
been mostly subject to state disenfranchisement
laws~ hence, felons are excluded to vote in both
federa1 and state elections. So, what have the
courts said regarding this issue? The courts have
not been sitting idly-by without any cases before
them regarding voting disenfranchisement laws.
The state disenfranchisement laws have been chal
lenged through the Constitution ' s Equal Protection
Clause, the Cruel and Unusual Punishment Clause,
the Due Process Clause, etc. The most recent argu
ments, though, relate to the Voting Rights Act and
how disenfranchised felons have been mostly mi
norities who should be protected under the Act,

because the disenfranchisement laws restrict their
right to vote. So far, these challenges have not been
successful in repealing the state disenfranchisement
laws.
So do we want this bill to pass? Maybe.
H.R. 3335 might be a good thing to consider, and if
it does pass, it will give people who paid their debt
to society the right to vote nationally for federal
elections.
Contact: fcrivera@buffalo.edu

VOTE

IF YOU ARE A UB LAW ALUM, WE WOULD LOVE TO
HEAR FROM YOU!
CONTACT US: BUFFALOOPINION@GMAIL.COM
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STUDY ABROAD SPECIAL
>------ SPENDING

YOUR SUMMER OUTSIDE
YOUR COMFORT ZONE

KENYA DIG IT?
By ALLISON CHAN
UB Law 2011

By SEAN MULLIGAN
UB Law 2011
Law School is pretty uniform, the
classes are not that unique from each other
(aside from seminars) and we a11 have that final
goal of passing the bar. But our summer breaks
are an opportunity to take some time to experi
ence law in a way far from how we spend our
days during the semester. For those of you who
are suffering from the monotony of a legal edu

Working abroad is a difficult process,
the infrastructure is usually unfamiliar and it
can be a struggle just to solve the typical easy
issues of finding a place to live and how to get
to the office. While this may be difficult to
achieve independently, this should not discour
age you as it should be easier if you assist the
guidance of the organization you will be work
ing with, they should be your first option for
help.
It has been six months since I've re
turned from my summer in Uganda, but I rarely
go a day without my experience there being a
part ofmy daily life. Having the opportunity to
meet with people who see the world through a
different lens, being judged on a daily basis for
being American, being able to learn how to see
through their view and teaching them that not
all Americans are alike, these are all things that
are not as easy to experience while in your typi
cal routine. If you are considering taking a
chance and doing an "outside of the box" in
ternship, do not hesitate, be like Nike and ••just
do it."

cation, but at the same time are feeling unchal
lenged, I suggest stepping outside of your com
fort zone and working in an environment you
are unfamiliar with. This could be working in
an area of the country you ' ve never lived in, or
an area of the world you know little about.
Your first to-do is to find a job. If you
are unsure where to start, reach out to professors
at our school that focus in your area of interest.
They are usually excited to see someone take up
a similar interest and I have found very eager to
assist. We have a number of faculty who are
very active internationally and continue to work
with organizations. Your other option is to
reach out to students who have worked abroad .
My one piece of advice would be to not take a
internship that charges a fee for your services.
Please contact ·me if you would like more infor
It is difficult enough to find a paying job, but
mation about taking an international internship,
this does not mean you should reson to having
to pay for an internship.
Sean Mulligan smm64@buffalo.edu

Why are they staring at me? Why am I suddenly
itching, do J have scabies? What's that smell of burning
rubber? The only bug spray I can find is in an «air-spray
only," 20-ounce can titled DOOM . What happened to
outdoor scented candles?
These questions such as these lingered in my head
throughout my 3 month stay in Nairobi , Kenya this past
summer. I was privileged to have the opportunity to work
at the Kenya Human Rights Institute (KHRI) after being
awarded , along with ten other UB Law students, the Tho
mas and Barbara Wolfe Human Rights Fellowship. Un
sure of what to expect, but having always wanted to travel
to Kenya to do human rights advocacy work, I packed a
large suitcase and a hiking backpack and headed into one
of the most humbling experiences of my life.
The easiest way to describe my experience is to
share a typical work day from the summer. Wake up at
7:30am, no hot water. I set aside 55 shillings in my
pocket. Head downstairs to find a bowl of freshly peeled
avocado and mango next to a box of "Toons Choco Balls"
cereal (much like coco puffs) and slightly-sour tasting
milk. On the TV in the background, is some American
evangelical preacher that Pastor Ian (the host for the sum
mer) studied in the mornings. I call out .. asante
sana!" (thank you very much) to the help at the guesthouse
for breakfast, continue down the din paved sidewalk. I
mumble "sasa" (what ' s up) to the guards as I walk out my
double-gated community . I find the newspaper man wait
ing to sell me the Daily Nation (Kenya ' s largest national
newspaper). I take out the 35 shillings I set aside in my
pocket earlier so that I don 't have to take out my wallet.
With the remaining 20 shillings, I spot the #46 matah1
(city van), hop on and pay the driver - ·while it's still mov
ing as the vans rarely bother to stop - and call out
"shukisha Valley Arcade" (I alight at Valley Arcade). As
the single female Asian traveler on the streets of Nairobi ,
I've managed to grab the attention of most people on the
streets. The constant staring made me nervous in my first
few weeks, but I soon realized Kenyans love to stare.
Staring is a way of life in Kenya, and by the end of3
months, I found it natural to walk the streets having a
"stare-down" with strangers. At the office, I meet with
my supervisor to discuss the day ' s assignments, usually
involving writing concept papers on police reform, counter
•terrorism or anti-corruption effons. Electricity goes off
during lunch hour to save costs and sometimes the office
remains internet-less for the rest of the afternoon. For
lu nch, I head across the street and grab a couple samosas
(meat pies) and a S.03 banana from my favorite fruit ven
dor. I spend my afternoon at work searching through the
in-house library and reading through hard copies of Kenya Di g It · Page 8

STUDY ABROAD PROGRAMS: STUDYING THE LAW AND MY TAN LINES
By NICOLE HARRISON
UB Law 2011
" Experience, travel - these are as education in them beach by noon . Our nights were filled with fabu
selves." - Euripides
lous dinners and jaunts to the discotheque. Week
end trips to Italy and province decorated our agen
das . Studying was reserved for those hours when
..These are the days of our livesl " - The Sweetest
the sun began to set, but the waiters still had not.
71,ing
While such garish displays of ill-cloaked hedonism
may shock the temperament of the average law stu
With the demanding
rigors of higher educ'a dent, bookish and desperate for internships after the
tion becoming ever
IL year, the company in which I found myself justi
more daunting each
fies my extravagance like precedential case law.
year in the United
Appellate court judges, prominent legal scholars,
States, it is imponant
to treat yourself at
and the former head of the International Coun of
least once to a smooth Justice regularly popped by our sunny classroom to
ride in the Cadillac of lecture on various important matters affecting the
learning: study abroad legal field today . The laid-back atmosphere fos
tered a camaraderie among the students and profes
programs.
sors I had rarely experienced; seeing professors at
This past summer, myself and several of my closest the beach after class, rubbing oil over their hairy
potbellies while ogling the nudity surrounding them
friends (not you, Larose), spent five weeks at the
law school in Nice, France, conveniently located on had a wonderfully democratizing effect.
the beautiful Riviera. We would traipse to school in
In terms of things to tell your parents, my classthe morning and saunter down to the shimmering
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mates and I earned four credits toward our J.D . in
the field of international law, visited the French
courts, brushed up on our linguistic skills and did a
serious amount of networking (speaking of which ,
five weeks is the perfect length of time for a hot
summer tryst) . Specifically, I took two classes
dealing with international human rights and com
parative antitrust law. Classes were held every day,
so by the end of it, despite massive amounts of sun
ning myself and a near-death jellyfish sting that my
boyfriend refused to pee on, I felt confident going
into the exam and rather well-versed in the subject.
Was it expensive? Well , yeah- I didn 't say it was
the Honda Civic of learning. But was it worth it?
Sincerely, yes. Your resume will look better and so
will your tan .

Contact: ngh2@buffalo.edu
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My experience in Kenya was something I could not have prepared
Kenya Dig It · from Page 7
international and regional human rights refor . My hope was to travel to Kenya in pursuit of a career in human rights law.
ports. At around 5PM, I walk back to the
The challenge I faced everyday was trying to understand how a 23-year-old
guesthouse alone alongside a sea of Kenyans making their trek back home as
student from America could be an effective advocate for human rights in a
well. I am enveloped by the smell of grilled com, burning rubber and gas
developing nation. As someone who had never been in east Africa, much less
fumes from passing buses. l realize that the smell of burning rubber is from
Africa as a continent, l found it overwhelming to try to comprehend the deeply
the burning of trash every few hundred feet. With no trash removal system,
rooted cultural complexities that existed in Kenya. In tum, I felt disappointed
Kenyans burn their trash along the sides of the streets.
at times by the little I could contribute to fhe vast issues of human rights.
During the evenings, I spend my time reading and emailing through
However, by the end of3 months, I realized that the trip wasn 't about estab
my blackberry while waiting for the shower water to heat. Halfway through
lishing a complete understanding of human rights law. The short period of
the summer, I began to develop itchy small bumps a1I throughout my legs.
Thinking I had a reaction to an insect bite, I headed to the " convenience store," time l spent in Kenya was an opportunity to sample the obstacles and rewards
and learned that the only availab le bug-spray was called, DOOM . Much to my of traveling, working and living overseas. The sights and sounds, people I
dismay , DOOM didn ' t work and what I later thought was scabies turned out to met, behaviors I picked up, and newly- found appreciation for single travelers
are some things I will never forget.
be an intense allergic reaction to the dirt, gas fumes and sweat that interwove
into the fabric of my jeans. My jeans were disgusting from having only been
washed once a month , reason being that it would take at least a week to hand
Contact: achan6@ buffalo.edu
wash my jeans and wait for them to dry . The temperatures averaged upper 40
degrees (Fahrenheit) in Kenya during the summer and so 1 relied on my two
pairs ofjeans to last me during the 3 month stay.

I
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and liberties. Otherwise, although we may win the ' war on terror,' (sic] we may lose our very selves in the process. Thus it was an honor to be a Plaintiff in
Tabbaa v. Chertoff. 509 F.3d 89 (2d Cir. 2007) as it afforded me an opportunity to help protect American values, freedom, and security.
It did not take a lawyer to see why the events of December 2004 were troubling. However, as a law student I can now better understand the relevant legal argu
ments used to decide our case. Although the Second Circuit granted summary judgment in favor of the government, it did concede that the government had no
individualized suspicion against us and it did indicate that the government needs to meet the higher burden of strict scrutiny before it takes action that affects
the first amendment rights of Americans. There court thus found that the government needed to meet a high burden, but the government ' s actions were nar
rowly tailored to meet a compelling government interest. This court stated: " given the intelligence CBP received, the inspection policy was narrowly tailored to
achieve the compelling governmental interest in preventing potential terrorists from entering the United States." Thus the government ' s entire case rested on the
secret evidence which is unavailable to us that of the thousands of people who attended the conference, some of them may have been terrorists. The govern
ment ' s case thus rests on the credibility of the evidence which we cannot examine. The court did concede that the evidence was very general that Muslim terror
ists may attend any one of many Muslim conventions.
And that is what is most troubling. My unanswered question remains, what kind of ' evidence' led CBP to believe that terrorists would attend the con
ference? I cannot help but ask if they did count world renowned Professor from Oxford Tariq Ramadan, one of the speakers, as those who support terrorism?
Tariq Ramadan~ offered a position at Notre Dame University but was denied entry into the US based on a small donation he had given a Palestinian Charity.
There was an international outcry for his denial because it was clear that he was refused entry because the Bush administration did not agree with his scholar
ship. It is important to remember that the administration which claimed that terrorists may attend the Muslim conference in Toronto is the same administration
that claimed Iraq had WMO's. The fact that the court stated that the government had " no reasonable suspicion that any particular plaintiff had committed a
crime or was associated with terrorists" yet found our treatment acceptable, based on claims of the Bush administration which has lied over 900 times to the
media is very troubling. Furthermore, the court concedes that the government has permanently stored the pictures, fingerprints, name, date of birth, and address
of each person who was stopped for attending the conference is further troubling.
Nonetheless, I am glad we brought the lawsuit. There was great support from both the media and community . Awareness was raised and the govern
ment was informed that we will always keep a watchful eye over its actions. The government unilaterally changed its policy after we brought suit to require
individualized doubt before fingerprinting American citizens. While we were disappointed in the outcome of the appeal, the government was forced to reassess
and improve its policies and such profiling has not yet been repeated against attendees of religious cultural conferences. Furthermore, it let the government
know that we will not let any actions that usurp our freedom or are counter-efficient in protecting our security go unscrutinized. It is an important reminder that
victories are not found exclusively within the courtroom. Most importantly, it made me recognize the importance of the American Legal System and encour
aged me to take an active part in it and attend law school!
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